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2019 was a year that could change everything for us. We were asked by the Ministry
of Education in the province of Quispicanchis, Peru, to submit a proposal outlining
how we would deliver our curriculum to all 680 regular school teachers in all 120
district schools. A pilot project approved by the Ministry will begin in late January,
2020, with training sessions for a select group of teachers and teacher trainers.
 
First, this is a huge endorsement of our “place-based” critical thinking curriculum.
For a small charity like ours and for a product as complicated as critical thinking
education, it will be a daunting task. But the potential rewards to students in Peru is
massive. Our hope, of course, is that the first year will lead to wider and deeper
deployment of our work. 
 
Meanwhile, we changed our geographic reach this year. We made the difficult
decision to end projects in the Peruvian jungle region and re-allocate resources to
five new projects in the Bolivian jungle where we have been successful in building
stronger partnerships with parents and community leaders. In total, we managed 20
Community Projects plus Teacher Training Programs and an Alma Alumni Program in
both countries. We continued supporting the same six Partner Programs we have
been managing for the past several years. In total, 30 programs! 
 
How did we pull this off? With great people and with your support! Ian, our Program
Director, continues to develop and train teachers in a curriculum which is leading
edge worldwide. While I visited Bolivia this year, I was, as always, so impressed with
his intellect, patience and most importantly, his love for the students.



Coqui and Octavio, our two Project Coordinators, provide excellent project
management and our teachers get better every year. Our advisors here in Canada,
Garfield and Laura Gini-Newman of the Critical Thinking Consortium and UofT, have
lent a huge hand and next year will be key in helping us introduce the new Ministry
of Education program in Peru. Learn more about their approach to Indigenous
learning here. 
 
All of this costs money and we could not have done any of it without your generous
financial support. The cost of paying our teachers has risen by 30% over the past two
years. Once we became registered in Bolivia, we began paying full benefits plus
President Evo Morale’s mandatory two-month bonuses, so we now pay
approximately US$10,000 per year in both countries to recruit and retain high
quality teachers committed to serving remote and underserved communities. 
 
Thank you so much for your help!
 
2020 will be our most exciting year yet. Is our curriculum too difficult to implement
in the regular school system? Will the teachers be inspired to teach in a new, creative
way? Will the State's interest in Indigenous education be genuine? Will our
curriculum one day be a part of all primary school classrooms throughout Peru and
Bolivia?
 
Stay tuned!
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Alan Harman
F O U N D E R  A N D  P R E S I D E N T
A L M A  C H I L D R E N ' S  E D U C A T I O N  F O U N D A T I O N

Mission Statement: 
The Alma Foundation creates and implements play-based and project-based education
programs utilizing local Indigenous knowledge and language to reinforce critical thinking,
creativity, analytical reasoning and harmonious values to shape socially responsible and
environmentally conscious individuals within Indigenous communities in Peru and Bolivia.

https://www.almafoundation.ca/a-choreographed-approach-to-sustained-critical-inquiry/
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HOW DO WE DEFINE IMPACT?

CRITICAL THINKING
Analysis | Evaluation | Creation and

justification of opinions

ACADEMICS
Mathematical reasoning | Comprehension | 

 Writing | Sciences and Civics | Computer skills

VALUES & RESILIENCE
Personal - Introspection | Social - Empathy |

Environmental - Stewardship &
interconnectivity

HOURS INVESTED PER
CHILD

By our teachers | By our parents

IMPLEMENTATION OF
TEACHING METHODS

Alma teachers | State teachers

CREATIVITY
Divergent thinking and originality

 

PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT
Attendings at meetings | Implementation of

Alma home strategy

COMMUNITY ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Civic engagement and community cohesion |
Creation of school rooms, buildings and other

public works

ATTENDANCE
Percentage of eligibility students

attending | Regularity
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2019 PROJECTS - PERU & BOLIVIA

BOLIVIA
Bella Selva, Cerritos, Cotoca, El Masi,
Las Palmeras, Manguita, Monte
Cristo, Naranjito, Nuevo Amanecer,
Poza Honda, San Juan De Mocovi,
Villa Alba, Teacher Training, Alma
Alumni. 
 
PERU 
Antisuyo, Chumpe, Huadhua, Huatha
Laguna, Karhuacalla, Lacco, Usi,
Teacher Training, Alma Alumni.  
 
You can read more about the projects
here. 

In 2019, we created and managed 20
after-school education projects -
"Community Projects" - featuring our
critical thinking curriculum with
lesson plans drawn from local
Indigenous context. We ran 18
primary school projects, all taught in
a multi-grade format. Two were at
the secondary school level with a
focus on computer utilization and
based 100% on local Indigenous
culture. In Bolivia, all of the programs
were taught in Spanish by local
teachers. In Peru, lessons were given
in both Spanish and Quechua. 
 
In both Bolivia and Peru, we
implemented Teacher Training
Programs which included an intense
two week in-person training session
at the beginning of the school year
and regular monthly full-day sessions
delivered either in person (by our
Program Director and/or Project
Managers) or via live remote access. 

We ran our Alma Alumni Programs in
both countries supporting students
attempting to enter post-secondary
school or attending colleges or
universities.
 
Finally, we continued our support of
six partner charity projects in Iquitos
Peru, Cusco, Peru, and La Paz, Bolivia.
 
 
 

https://www.almafoundation.ca/category/current-projects/
https://www.almafoundation.ca/category/current-projects/
https://www.almafoundation.ca/category/current-projects/
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COMMUNITY PROJECTS 

Two successful after-school academic reinforcement programs, Karhuacalla’s
Eco-Garden (Peru) and San Juan de Mocovi’s Traditional Cookbook for Kids
(Bolivia), demonstrate how we challenged primary school students to deepen
their knowledge and understanding of mathematics, communication, sciences,
and computer skills in order to complete fun, culturally-based projects that
promote critical/creative thinking and harmonious values.

In Karhuacalla, 24 students designed,
implemented, and managed an eco-
garden that contributed fresh produce
to their school lunches. The project
was designed to have a positive
environmental impact and
demonstrate respect for Pachamama,
the Quechua embodiment of Mother
Earth.  Students determined the most
nutritional products that could be
grown in their community that would
also provide the most diversity in their
diet. 

They created rituals based on
ancestral and living cultural activities
to ask permission of the land to
cultivate and to determine which
materials and techniques would be
used in the eco-garden. They created
the most appropriate soil and
irrigation schedule for each plant,
using compost and other eco-friendly
techniques to design a garden that
wouldn’t only produce, but would
promote a healthy world and
worldview. 

https://www.almafoundation.ca/category/current-projects/
https://www.almafoundation.ca/category/current-projects/
https://www.almafoundation.ca/category/current-projects/
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COMMUNITY PROJECTS 

Parents involved in constructing the
garden perimeter were enthused by their
children’s practical knowledge based on
what they themselves had taught them
during interviews and student-parent
sessions. The community is still enjoying
nutritious food that the garden continues
to produce!
 
In San Juan de Mocovi, 20 students
created of a cultural cookbook of
traditional dishes to be shared with kids
from other cultures. Students were
challenged to investigate their physical
and cultural ties to food, their agricultural
calendar, and write interesting and easy-
to-use recipes for four nutritious and
balanced traditional dishes. This required
interviewing parents, converting non-
standardized measurements to
standardized measurements, writing and
editing instructive and descriptive texts,
learning about nutrition and the
nutritional value of local ingredients, and
more.

Parents provided the ingredients and
allowed us to cook in their houses. It
was an unexpectedly beautiful way to
incorporate parents even deeper into
the project because we had to meet
with them to discuss our teaching
techniques to assure that they didn’t
simply tell the students how to cook or
cook the dish for them. We needed the
students to explore the logical
sequence of a step-by-step recipe, test
out measurement conversions, and
practice collaboration amongst their
peers in order to improve upon
previous attempts each time they
cooked a dish. 
 
The parents went above and beyond
expectations and were truly immersed
in the project. The smiles on their faces
as their children cooked the traditional
dishes was proof enough that students
were learning more than only
academics in those kitchens. 
 

https://www.almafoundation.ca/category/current-projects/
https://www.almafoundation.ca/category/current-projects/
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TEACHER TRAINING

We are told by our advisors that it takes
six years to implement a true critical
thinking curriculum and that
everywhere in the world the greatest
barrier to success is the ability of
teachers to deliver such a challenging
curriculum. It is very different from the
education approach our teachers grew
up with in Bolivia and Peru; therefore,
we feel teacher training is an important
and necessary part of our work. 
 
Our program starts with an intense two-
week session in Cusco, Peru and
Trinidad, Bolivia. This is followed with
once per month in-person day sessions.
The training sessions are run by our
Program Director, Ian McGroarty, and
local experts.
 

In addition, in recent years, our project
managers and even our outstanding
longer-term teachers have also led
certain sessions. The Government of
Peru recognizes our Teacher Training
Program and awards graduates with a
certificate.
 
In 2019, we invited our student
teachers to join our teacher training
sessions. In total, we provided training
to 44 teachers. Not all of these teachers
will be with us for more than one year
but we feel that even the teachers who
end up in the regular school system will
take with them a skill set that will
inform their teaching and lead to
positive social change.  
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ALUMNI PROJECTS

In addition to providing high quality
education to students in remote
Indigenous communities, we saw an
opportunity to support certain
outstanding students in their desire to
pursue post-secondary school
education. 
 
The barriers for Indigenous students are
enormous. They come from cultural and
linguistic backgrounds different from
kids in the cities where the universities
and colleges are located. Entrance
exams are written in a vernacular
foreign to our students. They face
racism and other non-educational
barriers. For our female students, it can
be unsafe. 
 
Our Alumni Program provides an
apartment for students to live in and the
oversight, support, and care of our
project managers to help them navigate
the challenges of entering post-
secondary educational facilities and
adapting to life in Cusco or Trinidad.
 
In 2019, we had four Alumni participants
in Bolivia and five in Peru.
 
 
 

 
One of our first alumni from four years
ago, Karina, is about to graduate from
university in Medellin, Columbia.
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PARTNER PROJECTS

We have had the great fortune of
observing meaningful work being
done by local social entrepreneurs in
Peru and Bolivia. We identified six
such organizations seven years ago
and have been supporting their work
with intellectual capital and financial
resources to pay teachers’ salaries
ever since. All continue to have a
positive and lasting relationship with
the marginalized communities they
serve.

ALALAY FOUNDATION

 Her mother left to start a family with
another man when Maria Esther was
only four years old. After her mom’s
disappearance, Maria Esther’s dad
turned to alcohol, neglecting to feed
and care for his children.
 
Eventually, the government
intervened and placed the children in
a series of temporary homes, but it
wasn’t until Maria Esther was taken in
by Alalay that she finally found a
loving family and the chance to go to
school.
 
Today, Maria Esther is in her last year
of high school. She feels motivated
and empowered to set a good example
for her siblings. She is studying
English because one day she wants to
“finish university, have a good job and
travel the world.”
 

Iquitos, Peru - El Manguare and La
Restinga
Cusco, Peru - Biblioteca Kallpanchis
La Paz, Bolivia - Alalay, Sariry and
Tayuantinsuyo

Alalay has been rescuing street
children in Bolivia for the past 20
years. Maria Esther is a 17-year-old
student supported by Alalay since
2011. 
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KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

In 2019, we saw improvement in every area of assessment including creativity,
critical thinking, mathematics, and literacy.

PROGRAM INDICATORS

# Teacher's Trained

# Students Participating

# Indirect Beneficiaries

Attendance

Parental Participation

35

480

640

92%

71-100%

Improvement in Mathmatical Logic

Improvement in Literacy/Language

84%

79%

Improvement in Critical and Creative Thinking 77%
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KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

Relationship among classmates Promoting teamwork and practicing harmonious
personal, social, and environmental values in Alma
projects is correlated and appears to have a causal link to
a reduction in bullying and improved relationships
between classmates.

Promoting the participation and seeking the knowledge
of both parents as well as practicing harmonious
personal, social, and environmental values in Alma
projects is correlated and appears to have a causal link to
a reduction in physical and psychological abuse between
parents and their children.

Parental physical and psychological
abuse

Family relationship: mother and father Promoting the participation and seeking the knowledge
of both parents as well as practicing harmonious
personal, social, and environmental values in Alma
projects is correlated and appears to have a causal link to
a reduction in physical and psychological abuse between
parents and their children.

Social relationships in the community Promoting the participation and seeking the knowledge
of both parents as well as practicing harmonious
personal, social, and environmental values in Alma
projects is correlated and appears to have a causal link to
a reduction in physical and psychological abuse between
parents and their children.

Institutional assistance Alma's focus on empowering community members to
develop proposals and solicit participation from local
authorities and institutions is correlated and appears to
have a causal link to improved perception of
availability/implementation of institutional assistance
from local government and authorities.

In Bolivia, we contracted a professional psychologist to assess the impact of our
work on mental, spiritual and social well-being. A summary of the findings is
presented in the table below.
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HEAR FROM OUR STUDENTS & PARENTS

“I am very happy to attend and learn in a
fun way with Alma, I really like how the
teachers teach us so that we can be
challenged and learn. I like learning here
very much because our opinion is
respected and also because we are
bettering ourselves learning the topics
taught in the classroom.” 
 
- Azumi, Karhuacalla

“At first, I was afraid to speak in front of
my classmates. As lessons went on at the
project I felt comfortable and wanted to
talk. Today, the project has helped me
gain trust in myself and in my
classmates. I always participate now and
whether I’m right or wrong my
classmates listen to me.” 
- Jhon, Huadhua

"I take time to ask my daughter questions
about what she's learning in the Alma
program. Most of the time  she knows the
answers and when she doesn’t, we sit
together to read the material the teacher
taught her. We learn together and I can
see her improving." 
- Robert, father of Lisbeth 
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"It has been an amazing experience
teaching the children how to use
computers, something I know will help
them later in trying to get jobs. My
students are doing amazing and they
are a joy to teach and because of that I
love my work." 
- Rojer, Lacco 

"I like it when the parents of my students
are appreciative and involved in their
children's education. They get interested
and involved and help their children
succeed." 
- Gustavo , Cusco

"During my time teaching for the Alma
Foundation I have learned a lot from Alma's
methodologies, and from the children. It is
great to see the progress of each child, both
in academic areas as well as in critical and
creative thinking. I have been able to see
the world from their eyes and understand
and identify with them. I identify with
them, because I had a very similar
childhood, and I like to share with them the
experiences I had to get to where I am as a
teacher despite the difficulties I have had." 
- Susan, Huathua Laguna

HEAR FROM OUR TEACHERS

"I chose the education career because I
like to teach and teach children
everything I can know, I am motivated
by the interaction with children, their
thoughts that surprise me and that is
why I am here to be a critical,
analytical and reflective teacher." 
- Abigail, Antisuyo
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As a small charitable organization, we depend on the
generosity of individual donors and support from our partner
organizations, as well as the many hours of work provided by
our talented and dedicated volunteers behind the scenes and

at our annual fundraising party in Toronto.

15

THANK YOU

Thank you for continuing to support children's education in
Peru and Bolivia! 



ALMA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Alan is the Founder and President of Alma. He is a Director and Portfolio
Manager at ScotiaMcLeod where he has managed socially and
environmentally responsible portfolios since 1987.

ALAN HARMAN

Anatol is the former Group Head, Canadian Banking, at Scotiabank. Anatol
has been involved in several charitable initiatives and currently sits on the
board of Ronald McDonald House and UNICEF.

ANATOL VON HAHN

Sandy is the President of the Metcalf Foundation and has worked as a
consultant and advisor in the private, public and not-for-profit sectors.

SANDY HOUSTON

Rob Djurfeldt is the Managing Director of Wellington-Altus Private Wealth.
He has lived in several South American countries and shares our passion
for the welfare of children in those countries. 

ROB DJURFELDT

Michael is a senior executive at Flybits. He has held senior management
roles in Fortune 500 software companies for 25 years.

MICHAEL  MCCARTHY
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Trevor is a Senior Wealth Advisor at Genuity. After visiting our remote
communities in 2013, and witnessing our work, Trevor began
fundraising and organizing events for Alma. 

TREVOR TOWNSEND

Ana Maria is a real estate consultant and formerly Director for Retail
Investment Products at Scotiabank. Ana Maria manages all Partner
Projects for Alma and runs our “Kids for Alma” program.

ANA MARIA VILLARAN

DAN DONNELLY
Dan is SVP Compliance, Canadian Banking & Global Wealth
Management at Scotiabank. He is also on the board of Dixon
Neighbourhood Homes, and has previously been involved with Big
Brothers and Covenant House.



Revenue

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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2019201820172016201520142013

$600,000 $353,000 $277,000 $815,000 $600,000 $567,000$788,000

2012

$145,000

Program Expenditures
2019201820172016201520142013

$134,000 $212,000 $229,000 $476,000 $580,000 $422,000$542,000

2012

$113,000

Non-Program Expenditures
2019201820172016201520142013

$15,000 $46,000 $36,000 $65,000 $70,000 $29,000$26,000

2012

$15,000



FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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2017

$580,000 $422,000$542,000

2017

$600,000

2018

$788,000

Revenue

2019

$567,000

Program Expenditures2018

Program Expenditures

2019

2017

$70,000 $29,000$26,000

Program Expenditures2018

Non-Program Expenditures

2019



FINANCIAL STATEMENTS & AUDITORS
REPORT
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS & AUDITORS
REPORT

2019 was a good year for fundraising and our expenses came in below budget
because we cancelled our program in the Loretto (jungle) area of Peru and
because one of our Bolivia projects was cancelled and a few others were delayed.
In 2019, we continued to be very vigilant about expenses and still have no office
or overhead expenses.
 
By far the most material piece of information to report is that 2019 marked the
final year in the five year $200,000/year commitment we received in 2014 from a
private foundation. This single grant accounted for approximately 35% of our
revenues over the past five years so its termination will have a large impact on
our revenue and expense structure in 2020. While we have been able to build up a
one year funding surplus and have a one year reserve fund, we will need to find
new sources of revenue over the coming years to replace the large single donor.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS & AUDITORS
REPORT
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS & AUDITORS
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